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INFINITE ARRAYS AND INFINITE COMPUTATIONS 

Rani SIROMONEY, V. Rajkumar DARE and KG. SUBRAMANIAN 
Department of Mathematics, Mtidtas Christian College, Tamharam, Madr/l, 600 059, India 

Abstract. A complete metric ttipology is introduced on the set of :il finite and infinite arrays 
and the topological properties of the space are studied. In this complete metric topolor,y, infinite 
arrays are the limits of increasing sequences of finite arrays. The n.>tion of successful infinite 
derivations in Generalized Context-free Kolam Array Grammars, yielding infinif e arrays, is 
introduced. This concept is strengthened for parentheses-free context-free kolam array grammars, 
a subclass of Generalized context-free kolam array grammars. For this class, the finite array 
language generated by a reduced grammar in Greibach normal form and the set of infinite arrays 
generated bv it are related through the notion of adherence. 

1. Introductiorr 

T’l+e notion of successful infinite computation has bel:n used to define the seman- 
tics of recursive programs by Nivat [4]. While computing in a partially ordered 
domain, which contains infinite ascending &ains, the computed value may be the 
lub of such a chain and may fail to be the result of a finite co,moutation. For 
instance, in the domain of real numbers, starting with rational numbers, if we 
perform computations using the four arithmetic operlrtions, we would have com- 

puted only a rational number, after any finite lapse of time, whereas the end result 
of such a computation may be an irrational number. Thus attempts have been made 
to give a proper meaning to successful infinite computation sequences and Nivat 

has found it convenient to replace the order structure on the computation domain 
by a complete metric topology. This helps to arrive at conditions for rhe equivalence 
of the computed function obtained by this method with that obtained by means of 

fixed points. In the course of his study, N!vat extends the ccvnputation domain, 
which is usually the free monoid over a finite alphabet oy adding infinite words to 

the domain. 
Infinite words or o-words have been the subject of study in several other 

investigations arising from different motivations [2]. Extension to znfinite ;.rrays 
has been made in [3]. 

In this paper, we consider infinite arrays, which are two-dimensional analogs of 
infinite words, and define them as extensions of finite rectangular arrays. We 
introduce a complete metric topology on the set of all finite and infinite arrays and 
study the topological properties of the space. We note that the space is in fact 
totally bounded and compact. Also, we note that infinite arrays, are the limits of 
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increasing sequences of finite arrays, in the metric topology. The notion of adherence 
of a language introduced in [4] is extended to an array language. The adherence 
of an array language L is a set of infinite arrays such that all the finite left initial 
segment arrays of these infinite arrays, are the left initial segments of arrays in L. 

We observe that the ‘closure’ topology, we define here on the set of infinite arrays, 

using the notion of adherence, coincides with the metric topology. 
During the last decade, wle have been interested in proposing several grammatical 

models for the generation of two-dimensional arrays. We examine here the question 

of generation of infinite arrays. We illustrate this by constructing a Generalized 
CF Kolam Array Grammar (GCFKAG) [7,1 l] to generate the increasing sequence 

of finite rectangular arrays, which describe the digitized picture patterns of the 
successive stages of the curve of Peano [2]. The limit of this increasing sequence 

of arrays, is an infinite array, which describes the infinite space-filling curve of 
Peano. This curve is a typical example of a function from the unit interviA [0, l] 
onto the unit square [0, l] x [0, l] which is the result of an infinite computation of 
a sequence of functions which describe the various stages in the construction of 
the Peano curve. This provides the motivation for introducing the notion of 
successful infinite computation or derivation of infinite arrays by array grammars. 
It then becomes necessal:y to extend the domain of finite arrays by adding the 
infinite arrays, which are limits of increasing sequences of finite arrays, in a complete 
metric topology, thus providing a typical case where infinite arrays cannot be the 
result of finite derivations or computations. 

Out of the various array grammars, a special class of CFKAG’s, called Paren- 
theses-free CFKAG [ 1 l] is a suitable model for the generation of infinite arrays, 
as a result of successful infinite computations. Finally, we note that the finite array 
language generated by a PFCFKAG G, which is reduced and which is in Greibach 
form, from a nonterminal 5 and the set of infinite arrays generated by G from the 
came nonterminal (, can be related through the notion of adherence. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we define infinite arrays as extensions of finite (rectangular) arrays. 

Definition 2.1. Let X be a finite alphabet and X”* denote the collection of all 

fink (rectangular) arrays (i.e. arrays with a finite number of rows and columns) 
over x. X - ’ = X** - {.1} (.I is the empty array). Lel: 

hc- a tinitc array over X with UI rows and 11 columns. By an initial segment or left 
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factor of CY, we mean an a.rray 

P =(Piili_, . ,I’ 

, z 1’ .. 
I 

, . . . . .5 

wherep<m andysn andaij=Pij,foralli=l,...,p andj=l,...,q.Wewrite 

p as CY [p, q]. When p = 4, we write the square array cy [p, 41 as cy [p]. We note that 

CY [ p] exists only when p c min(m, n ). 

Definition 2.2. An infinite array cy over X is of the form 

IQiil 7 

I = l....,oc 
j=l . . . . . cc 

tiiiEXforalli=l,..., mandj=l,..., 00. 

The collection of all infinite arrays over X is denoted by X““” and the szt 
X ** u Xc”*, of finite and infinite arrays, is denoted by X”“. - 

An initial segment cu[m, n] of an infinite array cy is defined in a manner similar 

to the finite case. Here again, we write the square array +z, u-z] as a+n]. 

Thus every infinite array cy is the limit C-If an increasing sequence of tinite arrays, 

name11 

3. Topoiogy on X”” 

In this section, we first define a metric topology on X”” and study tile properties 
of the resulting space. 

Definition 3.1. For 1y, p E X”“, we define the distance &a, /3) by 

It is easily verified that 4 satisfies the axioms of an ultrametric distance, narnelq 

i,i) d(cu, /3> = 0 iff cy =p, 

(ii) d(n, p 1 = d(P, CY ), 

(iii) &CY, p> s max{d(cu, T 1, &I, /3 )} for cy, p, y E X”“. 

Theorem 3.1. (X”” , d 1 is 11 cotztplete metric space. 

Proof. Let {a,,} 5e a Cauchy sequence in X”-” i.e. given F > 0, we can find a positrve 
integer N such that for all ~1, IZ azN, we have ~(cY,,~, cy,,) < F. For P = l/2’, where Y 
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is any integer 21, let IV, be the minimum N such that ~(cu,, cy,,) < l/2’ for all m, 
tz &V. This implies that cunr,[r] = cyN,+,[r] = 9 l l . 

Now we consider the increasing sequence cyN,[ 11, cyN2[2], . . . , aN,[r], . . . . Let 

ff = him, cxN,[r]E x”“. 

Then given P > 0, we can find a A4 such that l/2M < E and ~(cY,,, Q!) (= E for all 

11 3 M. Thus, (Y is the required limit and so (X”“, d) is complete. 123 

Theorem 3.2. (X”“‘, d) is totally bounded. 

Proof. It sufficies to show that for any P >O, there exists a finite set {fl, . . . , f,*} 

such that X” r =U?=, S,(fi)whereS,(~i)={~fX”“Id(f,fi)<F}.Choosek sothat 
l/2& < E and consider cy E X”“. Define RFk (a ) = {p E X”” / fii; = aii for i, [ > k}. Let 

A be the collection of all finite arrays {cw,i)l ; l,.__,n,j_= l,...,,n such that ~1, 111 s k. 
Consider the set B = RF& ) WA, which is finite. Let cy’ be an arbitrary element 

of x”. We can always find an element cr” in B such that &[k] =a”[k]. Hence 

d(cu’,ar”)< l/2& and thus ar’~S,(a”). This implies that XJPS=UOi+JF(czi). Hence 
WC get this theorem. 0 

Theorem 3.3. t X x ’ , d ) is compact. 

This follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 

The proof is clear from the definitions. 

Definition 3.2. For any language I_ c X ’ ‘, define the adherence of L as AdhW = 
(tv F X 7 r 1 for all tl 2 1, there exists a p E L such that IY [rz] = /3[1z 3). 

For CY E X x x , let FG(u ) = (a+~] 1 rz E N} and FGM. ) = U,, ,_ I FG(cu 1. Hence we have 

Definition 3.3. For L c XJrr, let CI(f. I= L u Adh(l- 1. 

WC note the following properties of Cl. 
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Proof. (l), (2) and (3) are imrnediate from the definition. 
We prove (4): 

Cl(Cl(L)) = Cl(L L, Adh(L)) 

= L u Adh(L) LJ Adh(L u Adh(L)) 

since 

= L u AdhU) 5 Cl(L) 

(Adh(L uAd?$L))= AdhU) dAdh(Adh(L)) 

= Adh(L) u Adh(L) = Adh(L ). 

The operator L’l(L) generates a topology on X”“, for which Cl(L) is the closure 
of L. It is clear that this topology coincides with the topology induced by the metric, 
introduced above. 

4. Generation of infinite arrays 

The metric topology obtained in the previous section is a general study for infinite 
arrays independent of any array grammar generating finite or infinite arrays. We 

have proposed various array models generating finite rectangular arrays in our 
earlier studies [6, 7, 8% 1.11. We first briefly review, in an informal way, some of 
the fundamental definitions of the array grammars relevant to our study. 

Array rewriting grammars, whose rules allow replacement of a subarray of a 
picture by another subarray, have been extensively investigated in the literature [S]. 

Two-dimensional matrix grammars have been proposed in [6] to describe digitized 
rectangular arrays. These matrix grammars consist of two phases of derivations. 
The first phase generates (horizontal) strings of intermediate symbols using a 
Chomskian PS, CS, CF or Regular grammar. Each intermediate symbol is the 
start lette:’ of a right-linear grammar. During the second phase of derivations 
the nonterminal rules of these right-1ine;d: grammars are applied in parallel in the 
vertical direction, rewriting a horizontal L __ rg of intermediates generated in the 

first phase. The application of these rules in the vertical direction can be continued 
or the derivation can be terminated by simultaneous application of termina! rules 

of these right -linear granunars, thus obt lining rectangular arrays. 
Another class of array grammars, called Kcllam Array Grammar:; (KAG), more 

powerful in ptnerative power than the Matrix Grammars [6], have been introduced 
in i-7, ! 11, generalizing the notion of rewriting rules in string grammars to array 
rewriting rules in which the catenation of strings is extended to row and column 
catenations or arrays. A KAG consists of two types of rules: The first type consists 
of a finite set of horizontal or vertical, C’S, CF or Regular rules involving only the 

nonterminals and intermediates (treating the intermediates as terminals). The 

second type consists of rules :vhich generate intermediate languages - one corre- 
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spending to each intermediate. These intermediate languages may be CS, CF or 

Regular over arrays consisting of a fixed number of rows or a fixed number of 
columns of elements from the set of terminals. 1nstea.d of enumerating the rules, 

the intermediate language corresponding to each intermediate is usually given. 
Derivations proceed in two phases. During the first; phase, derivations proceed 

making use of the nonterminal and terminal rules, introducing parentheses at every 
stage to avoid ambiguity due to lack of associativity of the co!umn and row operators, 

tilI ali the nonterminals are replaced. The resultant of the first phase will consist 
of strings of intermediates catenated together with row and column catenation 

operators and with parentheses suitably introduced. During the second phase of 
derivations, starting from the innermost parentheses, each intermediate is replaced 

by the corresponding intermediate language subject to the conditions of row and 
coiumn catenations. Once all the intermediates are replaced, we arrive at the 
. cctangular array of terminals. 

A more general family of array grammars, called Generalized CF Kolam Array 
Grammars, is proposed in [ 111. This family is obtained by introducing parentheses 
in the productions of the first phase of a KAG and allowing productions either to 

have parentheses or not to have +rentheses, instead of parenthesizing the sequence 
of applications of the r:Jes in rhe derivations as is done in a KAG. This new class 
is interesting since wz are able to generate new picture classes not generable by 

cariier models and the generative power of the grammar is increased. There are 
two special classes of these grammars - the class of Parentheses CF KAG 
(PCFKAG) in which the right side of every rule in the first phase is enclosed within 

a pair of parentheses and the class of Parentheses-free CF KAG (PFCFKAG) in 
which the right side of no rule in the first phase is enclosed within a pair of 
parentheses. These two classes are proper-l) contained within ihe class of General- 
ized C‘F Kolam Array Languages. 

We now examine the question of generation of infinite arrays, making use of 
thcsti array grammars. Infinite arrays, w!-+31 are limits of increasing sequences of 
finite rectangular arrays, can be obtained as the result of successful infinite deriva- 
tions of Generalized CF Kolam Array Grammars or its subclasses. In fact, given a 
GC’FKAG C;, if the finite array language 1 .5) consists of an increasing sequence 
of arrays 

;iclding :rn infinite array iii as its lir.lit, then the iimit language of C; can be defined 
to consist of sush arrays 52. ‘I , 

WC illustrate this notion by providing a Generalizcti CF KAG generating the 
digitrzcd Seomctric patterns of the curves of the successive stages in the construction 
oi the 5pacc-filling curve of Peano 121. r-. 

Example 4.1. consider the Generalized CF KAG (? = (N, I, r, P, S,, 3’) where 
3’ {C,, X, 1 - i - f5,1. I 1: {A, ; 1 5: i 2; 6). T = {h c. F, ti, ~1). P consists of the rules 
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s1 + (x,ax,@x~), s* + (x4oxJDx~), 

s3 + (xlox,ox,), s4 -, cx,ox,ox,,, 
ss + (xJa&ox2), s5 + (X5ax*ox~), 

Xl + (s~oszos*), x:, + s&3s*oss), 

XJ + (S1 O&O&), x.4+ (S2OS1 OSS), 

x, + (S~OS~@Sh), xt? (S&S, @S*), 

Si+(Ai), i=1,...,6, 

.Y={LAJi=l,.. .6}, 

L/,,=[; 4 I;. LA;={! 5 j, 

We note that G is, in fact, a Parentheses KAG, since the right side of every rule 
is enclosed in parentheses. It can be seen that G generates a sequence (hl,, 1 II 2 1) 

of finite rectangular arrays, which describe the digitized patterns of the successive 
stages of the curve of Peano, so that lM1 <A& < l l . dkf,, < l . l . We have given in 

Fig. 1, the first two arrays A41 and A&. By giving suitable instructions, as done in 
Narasimhan’s method of kolam generation [S], we can obtain from MI and A4?, 
the corresponding curve patterns of the first two stages of the Peano curve (Fig. 2)” 

t3Eb 
b b b 

bdii 

c&zE’obc2ib 
bbbbbbbbb 
bdiidiibbda 
be’Ea5bbcE 
bbbbbbbbb 
diibbdiidiib 
cZbbcZcGb 
bbbbbbbbb 
bd;idtid;?d;i 

The limit of this increasing sequence M,,, of arrays, is an infinite array and 
corresponds to the digitized geometric pattern of the space-filling Curve of Peano. 

The Peano curve is a continuous, nowhere differentiable function from the unit 

interval [0, 1] onto the unit square [0, l] x [0, 11, with its range, a subset of Rz. 
This curve is a typical example of a function which is the result of an infinite 

computation of a sequence of func!ions { f,J, which converges to a mapping f from 
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Fig. 2. The first two stages in the constructitin of the Peano curve. 

the unit interval onto the unit square. The curves of the first two stages in the 
construction of the Peano curve are given in Fig. 2. The curve: C,, of the nth stage 
is constructed from its predecessor Cn 1, by dividing the unit square into nine equal 

parts, drawing the curve C,, 1, possibly rotated or reflected in each and joining 

them up in the sense of C,. 
The above example is of interest, since it provides the motivation for extending 

finite arrays to infinite arrays and to obtain the function as a result of an infinite 
computation. 

We now consider another example of a Generalized CFKAG generatiiig a finite 
way language, the first three members of which are shown in Fig. 3. 

xxxxx 
xxxx X...X 

xxx x . . x x l . . x 
X . x x.0x X**rX 

xxx xxxx xxxxx 

WC nrjte that L(G 1 does not contain any increasing sequence of arrays and so 

the iimit language of L. (G 1 is empty. 
0~ the other hand, if we modify the notion of srlcce:sful infinite computation 

of arrays by a GCFKAG by requiring in the first phase of the grammar infini;e 
tkrivations of the form 

where cyl 1s the start symbol, such that 
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where LFk,*) is !he largest left factor of (x,, over intermediate symbols, and in the 

second phase, e>ch LF((w,J to yield a finite array M,, so that 

then the limit language will consist of the limit of this increasing sequence of arrays. 

As an illustration, in Example 4.2, we note that the limit language is empty according 

to the earlier notion of successful infinite computation whereas the limit language 

consists of an infinite array in the modified notion, namely the limit of the sequence 
of arrays 

where Mi, Mi and Mi are shown in Fig. 4. 

xxxx 
xxx x 0 0 . 

xx x l l X*.0 
x . x.0 X.0. 

Fig. 4. Arrays Ad’,, hli. Ad.\ of Example 4.2. 

We note that this modification in the definition of infinite successful computation, 
for this particular example is possible since the grammar is parentheses-free. 

In the Generalized CF Kolam Array Grammars [ 111, replacements start from the 

innermost parentheses and the sequence of arrays is obtained in such a way that 
each array may be built up by catenating arrays on all four sides of the previous 
array. In such a case, it is difficult to establish the criterion for generating a sequence 
of ascending chain of arrays. Hence we have singled out the class of Parentheses-free 
CF Kolam Array Grammars, which is a special class of the Generalized CF Kolam 
Array Grammars. By its very nature of ‘left-most replacement’ in the: second phase 
and the fact that the rules are parentheses-free in the first phase, the class is 
well-suited for defining the notion of successful infinite computation. Furthermore, 
for this class, the array language generated by a reduced grammar G in Greibach 
normal form and the set of infinite arrays resulting from successful infinite computa- 

tions can be related through the notion of adherence. 
We review the definition of a Parentheses-free CFKAG in order to define the 

notion of infinite derivations. 

Definition 4.1. A Parentheses-free, Context-free Kolam Array Grammar 

(PFCFKAG) is G = (3, I, X, P, &, 9) where “it”, I, X are finite nonempty sets of 
symbols, called nonterminals, intermediates and terminals, respectively. 51 E, 1“ is 

the start symbol. P is a finite nonempty set of productions of the form 

For each intermediate A in I, Ln is an intermediate array language, which is regular, 

CF or CS and whose terminals are arrays with a fixed number of ro’vs or columns 
of symbols of X. .T = (LA 1 A E I}. 

9 
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Infinite derivations are defined as follows: Starting with 61, productions of P are 

applied as in string grammars so that an infinite sequence f~ = 51, fi, . . - , &, . . . 

suchthatf,+f,+lforn=k2,... is obtained. Furthermore, if LF(f,) is the longest 

left factor of f,, over I u (0, O}, then f,, +/‘,, +1 implies LRfJ s LRfn+d 
Hence, if ft = 61, f2, . . l , fn, l l . is an infinite derivation in G, then the sequence 

LF(fl)6LF(fi)+ l l <LF!J;,)+ 9 l 

is an infinite increasing sequence cf words over I J {@, , 0). 
Let LF(fl)=A&* **@~4,,;Ai~1fori=l,2,...,kl;@~{Q,@}andforrl>l, 

LF(f,,) -7 Wf,,-,)OAk,, ,+1@ - -O&,,. 

We &w replace intermediates in LF( f,, ) (n 2 1) by terminal arrays as follows: First 

the intermediate ‘4 1 in LF( fl) is replaced by an array IM,, chosen from the 

intermediate array language &, A3 is replaced by an array Mz chosen from the 
intermediate array language L + and is column or row catenated to Ml according 
as the catentation operator @ between A 1 and AZ is @ or @ symbol; A3 is then 
rcpiaced by an array M3 chosen from the intermediate array language Ln, and is 

column or row catenated to M&M& according as the catenation operator @ 
between AZ and A3 is 0 or @ symbol and so on. Finally, Ak, is replaced by a 
terminal array Mk I, thus yielding a finite rectangular array cy 1 over X. (The replace- 
ments are subject to the conditions for row and column catenations.) For 11 > 1, if 

LF( /;, 1) yields the finite rectangular array cy,, I, over X, LF(f,,) yields the finite 
rectangular array LY,* over X, ;3s follows: LF( f,, 1 ) is replaced by arl 1 ; Ak,, l + 1 is 

replaced by an array A-&, , + 1 chosen from L.+ 
is replaced by an array A4k,, , + z chosen from Lil 

, , , and is catenated to LY,, 1; Ak,, , + 2 

), .’ and catenated to cy,, 1 @A&,, , , I 

and co on. Finally, Ak,, is replaced to yield thk finite array (Y,,. We tkus obtain an 
infinite, increasing sequence of ar -ays, a1 “c (Y? C- - a m se u,, -=Y. s - . WC say that the 
derivation f’*, fL7, . . . , fit, . . . is successful iff the seaucnce cyI, (Y?, . . . , a,,, . . , has a 
luh cy in X”‘“‘. We write [I 23: LY. 

The set of all infinite arrays geraerated by G from &, is the Parentheses-.fret 
Cctrttcxt-free W- Kolam Array Langdagc 

I ,(,, JG, 6, ) = {n E X”~” ] cf, x3;; t-t }. 

lines similar to the proof of Theorem ‘, !n [a] 
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5. Conclusion 
M ‘W 

The study in this paper centers around kolam array grammars extended to 
generate infinite arrays. We note that the concept of infinite successful computatiw 
defined for Generalized KAG reflects the idea of limit language as introduced iii 
[l], whereas the modified notion for Parentheses-free KAG is closer to the concept 

of infinite successful derivation of o-words and o-languages considered in Nivat [4]. 
Extension to L-systems is a natural generalization which will involve parallel 

rewriting. One of the models which is useful for such a study of infinite arrays, is 
the deterministic L-array grammars [9]. Here rewriting is done in parallel along 
the edges and if we impose the restriction that growth takes place only along two 

adjacent sides, then we get an increasing sequence of arrays, the resulting limiting 
array being an infinite array [lOI. 
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